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Your Smart Light Style 

What’s a smart ceiling rose? The ideal solution for those 
who live in a smart home or for those who want to start 
taking their first steps in home automation making their 
home “intelligent”. Have fun activating the chandelier with 
a simple voice command, turn on the lights of your home 
automatically at sunset, create custom scenes and atmo-
spheres by inserting your lamp in a group of lights:
make any wall or ceiling lamp in your home smart with 
Creative-Cables!

Compatible with
Amazon Alexa and Google Home

All the Creative-Cables smart ceiling roses are equipped 
with an ON/OFF switch already wired and ready to be easily 
connected to your electrical system, they can be controlled 
through the Smart Life app or connected to a voice assistant 
(they are compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Home) 
and help you create lighting groups for custom scenes and 
atmospheres.

A smart ceiling rose is the “connected” version of a lighting rose: it can be used to create remotely controllable 
pendant, wall or ceiling lamps using an App or voice assistants. Choose the size of the ceiling rose (classic or 
XXL), the number of holes you need to create your lamp (up to 14 pendants!) and the finish that best matches your 
interior design style and have fun creating your own connected lamp!

Smart ceiling roses

Metal ø 120mm

WIFIKRM12... WIFIKRM57... WIFIKRM572F... WIFIKRM573F... WIFIKRM574F...

A series of classic LED bulbs, but “smart” because they can be controlled remotely via the Smart Life app 
installed on any smartphone or tablet and compatible with major voice assistance systems such as Google 
Home and Amazon Alexa. Thanks to the E27 socket you can install our WiFi bulbs on any lamp or lampholder 
and make it smart.

Wi-Fi Light Bulbs E27

WIFIKRM12SF4L...

Available finishes

Rose-One XXL 400mm

WIFIKROQ405LF... WIFIKROQ409XF... WIFIKROQ4010F...

WIFIKROR405PF... WIFIKROR406F... WIFIKROR408F... WIFIKROR4014F...

Available finishes

DL552007

 7W - 2700K - 806 Lm
H 175mm, L 125mm

DL552006

 6W - 2700K - 700 Lm
H 114mm, L 60mm

Available finishes

DL552011

 6,5W - 1800K/3000K - 806 Lm
H 140mm, L 95mm

DL552010

 6,5W - 1800K/3000K - 806 Lm
H 178mm, L 125mm

DL552012

 6,5W - 1800K/3000K - 806 Lm
H 140mm, L 64mm



COPYRIGHT BY CREATIVE-CABLES S.P.A.
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO COPY THE CATALOGUE, EVEN PARTIALLY.

In the ongoing search for technical and functional improvements, 
Creative-Cables reserves the right to make changes, substantial 
or not, to its products, which may be put into effect without prior 
notice.
The images and the colours are provided for general information 
purposes only and are not binding for Creative-Cables.
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